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Overview

This packet goes over how to build a new 
mechanism in the LEGO Digital Designer 

(LDD) and how to import your LDD model into 
the VRT software. 



Eraser Mechanism Example

My example mechanism is a 
passive 1-way latch. The latch 
swings backwards when it drives 
over the eraser, and then drags 
the eraser with it when the robot 
drives backwards. The latch has 
small axles on the ends to keep 
the eraser in from side to side.



Writing Code In EV3 Software

Here is the code I wrote in the EV3 
software to complete challenge #1. 



LDraw Folder Download

You will need to download the 
LDraw parts library to import 

your LDD robot into the VRT. You 
can download it for Windows or 

Mac at this link: 
https://ldraw.org 

Once you download the library 
place it in your documents on 
your computer. Make sure the 

folder contains the “p” and 
“parts” folders. You do not need 

to download the LDraw software, 
just the parts library. 

https://ldraw.org


LDraw Setup In VRT

Once you download the 
LDraw parts library you need 
to link the folder in the VRT 
software. Start by launching 
the software, and clicking 
the new button. Select the 
2020 Starter Map (EV3). 
Once in the map press F12 
to enter “advanced mode.” 
Once in advanced mode 
press File → Preferences → 
Path. Then direct the path 
file to where you put the 
LDraw folder on your 
computer. 



Importing LDD Models Into VRT

Press the import button 
to begin importing your 
model into VRT. You will 
need to export your 
model from the LDD as a 
.ldr* file (File → Export 
Model → LDraw File). 
Select the .ldr file. I am 
having an error with my 
VRT but you should see 
your robot in the 
preview screen. 



From there you can 
define the 
components (chassis, 
drive motor, etc.). On 
the next screen you 
should be able to 
assign the motors and 
sensors to ports. You 
must assign your 
drive motors to ports 
B&C, and the gyro to 
port 1. You can assign 
any other motors to A 
or D, and the colors 
sensors to 2, 3 or 4.

Importing LDD Models Into VRT



You can watch these videos to learn how to import your 
LDD model into the VRT.

Importing LDD Models Into VRT

Videos courtesy of Builderdude35 - thank you!

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jxGUFJfut_w
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jxGUFJfut_w
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4lbf8GNflbI
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4lbf8GNflbI


Next Resources Packet

Resources Packet #3 will go over how to program the robot in the VRT 
and simulate Challenge #1. I am still having errors bringing my model 
into the VRT but will hopefully have those resolved soon.  Thanks for 

your patience!


